1. Please check out information on our web site (password protected) at http://www.depts.ttu.edu/vpr/faculty/funding.php

2. Attachment
Please check the tabbed pages at the bottom of the Excel Chart provided to find Medical, Multidisciplinary, Physical Science and Engineering, Social Sciences, International, Environmental, Arts and Humanities and Curriculum Development solicitations.

3. Special Note
Five Years after “Rising Storm” Report, outlook for American Competitiveness Has Deteriorated-
“Rising Above the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future”
“Progress since 2005 has been uneven and tentative. Few advancements have been made in the teaching of STEM subjects in the nation’s schools, with international tests finding American students lagging behind their counterparts. “

…” Today, for the first time in history, America’s younger generation is less well-educated than its parents. For the first time in the nation’s history, the health of the younger generation has the potential to be inferior to that of its parents.”

(from AIP)

4. Summary of budgetary outlook for 2011
Federal budget requests -- FY 2011
Administration budget request -- FY 2011

Obama Administration Requests Significant Increases in S&T Funding

- NASA Science: Up 11.4 percent
- National Science Foundation: Up 8.0 percent
- National Institute of Standards and Technology Laboratories: Up 6.9 percent
- Department of Defense 6.1 Basic Research: Up 6.2 percent
- Department of Energy’s Office of Science: Up 4.6 percent
- National Institutes of Health: Up 3.2 percent
- National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering: Up 3.0 percent
- U.S. Geological Survey: Up 2.9 percent
- NASA: Up 1.5 percent

Department of Defense
FY 2011 Request for Defense Science and Technology Programs

Department of Energy
FY 2011 Department of Energy Office of Science Request
FY 2011 Request for the National Nuclear Security Administration

NASA
FY 2011 NASA Budget Request
National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering
FY 2011 Request for National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering

National Institute of Standards and Technology
FY 2011 National Institute of Standards and Technology Request

National Science Foundation
FY 2011 National Science Foundation Request

Department of Education
FY 2011 STEM Education Budget Request
U.S. Geological Survey

FY 2011 Request for U.S. Geological Survey

Latest Congressional budget action - FY 2011

Department of Defense

Senate FY 2011 Department of Defense Funding Bill: Science and Technology Programs

Department of Education

FY 2011 Department of Education Appropriations Bill—STEM Highlights

Department of Energy National Nuclear Security Administration

Senate FY 2011 Department of Energy Funding Bill: JDEM, NNSA

Department of Energy Office of Science

Senate FY 2011 Department of Energy Funding Bill: JDEM, NNSA

Senate Appropriations Committee Report Language Details DOE Funding Bill

Senate Appropriations Subcommittee Completes DOE Funding Bill

House Appropriators Draft FY 2011 DOE Funding Bill

NASA

Senate FY 2011 NASA Appropriations Bill

House Appropriations Subcommittee Bill Fully Funds FY 2011 NSF, NASA Requests; NIST Request Cut

National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering

FY 2011 Senate Appropriations Bill: National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering

National Institute of Standards and Technology

Senate FY 2011 NIST Appropriations Bill House Appropriations Subcommittee Bill Fully Funds FY 2011 NSF, NASA Requests; NIST Request Cut

National Science Foundation

Senate FY 2011 National Science Foundation Appropriations Bill

(From CASC.org)

5. HHMI launches Plant Sciences Competition

In collaboration with the Betty Moore Foundation, HHMI is proposing to support highly promising scientists in plant sciences. Fifteen investigators will be selected. These are 5-yr appointments. Details can be found at http://www.hhmi.org/research/competitions/

6. Arts and Education

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Accepting Applications for 2011 Institutional Grants

Grants will be awarded to nonprofit film organizations and to film programs within accredited schools, colleges, and universities that encourage the appreciation of motion pictures as an art form and a vocation.... Deadline: December 15, 2010

Tribeca Film Institute Announces New Documentary Fund

Awards of up to $100,000 plus an opportunity to meet with HBO Documentary Film executives will be given to filmmakers who are either in the advanced stages of development, production, or post-production of a feature film, or new to the field.... Deadline: December 8, 2010

Edna McConnell Clark Foundation Launches National Competition for Social Innovation Fund Grants

A total of $20 million will be awarded to eight to ten high-performing nonprofits working to deliver transformative services to disadvantaged youth, primarily in philanthropically underserved communities.... Deadline: October 25, 2010 (Intent to Apply); Applications due November 1, 2010